Welcome to a presentation on floods
and flood plains in Albany County, WY

Presented by Bernard “Barney” Bisson, P.E.
Albany County Water and Wastewater Engineer

2011; A year to forget (or remember sadly)?
 Recent catastrophes have given new meaning to the






Federal Emergency Management Administration
(FEMA), part of homeland security
The year 2011 was the worst ever for catastrophic
economic losses from disasters worldwide.
Flood insurance, maintained by the US federal
government, took a big hit in 2011.
World wide, insurance agencies of every ilk paid out
incredible amounts of money.
It would have been even worse if the Japanese had been
fully insured for their properties affected by the tsunami.
Obviously, such heavy pay-outs would cause anybody to
review their financial situation – even our government.

Don’t we all love new regulations?
 Flood regulations have been around for many years.
 As a matter of course, the Albany County flood maps

were updated around three years ago.
 The new maps were approved and became the
standard for the county last spring.
 As part of the map update, FEMA required the county
to update the flood regulations largely according to
their standards – a lot of money was paid out by FEMA
last year.
 This “update” in regulations is one of the reasons for
this seminar.

The purpose of this presentation
 Help property owners to understand the

nature of flood plain analysis and how it
could impact their property
 Help non-technical people to understand
enough about floods and especially flood
plains to enable them to conduct such
business as real estate sales, insurance
writing, banking, etc.
 Help technical people (engineers and
surveyors primarily) to conduct various
analyses of property in an effort to help
property owners to understand and/or
modify the flood characteristics of the
property

One size (hopefully) fits all
 This presentation will appear to

be very simplistic in the
beginning but will increase in
complexity as we move along.
 For those who are more
technically astute, please bear
with us as we move through the
less complex stuff.
 For those who are less astute,
please ask questions when you
are in need of clarification.

What we will discuss










Watersheds and examples
How watersheds are derived
Floodplains and their derivation
Brief description of analytical
techniques (don’t fear the math)
Floodplain terminology
Examination of Albany County
flood maps in the Centennial area
What regulations apply to
floodplains
Engineering solutions to flood
plain problems
Safety in the presence of floods

About the math
 I will present two math

equations as we get into
the flood analysis
 They are for illustration
purposes only
 You don’t have to
remember them
 They are there just to
show how the flood
plains are determined

So lets get started!!
This is a shed on the water

But it is not a watershed!! Don’t snicker; many
get confused by this terminology!
“Shed” implies the “shedding of water”

A watershed is an area of land that captures all
precipitation in that region, thus draining into a
river or stream or lake

Watersheds can be large or small. This is the watershed for
the Mississippi river. Note that the continental divide roughly
corresponds to the western side of the watershed. On such a
massive watershed the Platt River is considered insignificant
Yellowstone river
Mississippi river
Missouri
river

Arkansas
river
Red river

Allegheny river

Ohio river
Tennessee
river

The mighty Mississippi starts with a small brook discharging
from a very small lake (Lake Itasca) in northern Minnesota

Note that the Mississippi does flow north for a relatively short distance

At Lake Itasca, one can walk across
the Mississippi river

By the time the Mississippi river reaches the middle mid-west it
has become the most significant river in North America

In the gulf area that little brook has become the
mighty Mississippi river (shown after Hurricane
Katrina)

Smaller watersheds do flow into
and thus form larger watersheds

Note that the Platt River is shown as a sub-watershed of the Missouri watershed

The point to all of this is that even the most
innocent looking brook on your property can be
somebody's nightmare down stream (even yours)


That’s why there are some regulations regarding what
you do with water on your land (the state owns the
water even though you own the land)

Wyoming has many watersheds. Most
drain to the Atlantic, a few to the Pacific

The continental divide in Wyoming

Just as an aside, this is what I always thought
the continental divide should look like

But Medicine Bow Peak is not on the continental divide

So, how come the continental divide
to the west of here looks so puny?

Here in southern Wyoming, the North Platte
collects most of our runoff and it heads north
and then east
Heading north
then east
North Platte River

The continental
divide is
actually over
here
Heading to the
Atlantic
Medicine Bow Peak

The principal small watershed in southeast Wyoming
flows to the North Platte river but it has a relatively
minor affect in the Laramie area

Now you know what a watershed is!
So, what is a flood plain?

This is a jet plane: it does not flood!
(Folks probably won’t get very confused
regarding that revelation)

Our discussion so far has to do with watersheds

So, what really is a flood plain??
A flood plain is an area of land adjacent to both sides of a body of
water such as a river or lake. This land is expected to be covered
with water under certain conditions of heavy precipitation.

Here is a schematic that shows what would
make up a flood plain for a hypothetical stream

Principal conveyances for a flood
Small brooks (like the North Fork) can become
raging torrents in the event of spring rains or
periods of unusual precipitation and flash floods
Principal rivers like the North Platte are particularly
dangerous in the springtime
When a lake takes in more than it can discharge, it
will rise, causing flooding of the shore line
Seas and very large lakes (such as Lake Superior,
shown here) are particularly dangerous in the
presence of severe storms, hurricanes and
tsunamis. We’ve all heard of the Edmund
Fitzgerald.

For the purposes of this seminar we will only concern
ourselves with the watersheds associated with brooks,
small rivers and associated wetlands as they are what
usually cause flooding in these parts
Generally speaking, there are two types of floods here in
the Wyoming mountains:
 River floods happen when rivers and streams cannot carry away all

of the extra water that falls as rain or melting snow. This type of
flood commonly happens in the springtime but could happen at
other times. This flood can take a lot of time to build and then last a
long time.
 Flash floods are quick floods caused by a sudden, slow-moving
extreme cloudburst or thunder storm. This type of flood is
especially common in the mountains where steep slopes cause the
water to travel at high speed. It is the most dangerous type of flood
owing to the short duration, not allowing time for people to
prepare. It oftentimes happens during early summer.

How we record flood possibilities
 The principal sources of information regarding flood plains in






Albany County are the Flood Insurance Rate Maps (Known as
FIRM)
Each county has it’s own FIRM
The FIRM are prepared under contract to the United States
Department of Homeland Security by experts
Albany county does not prepare FIRMs but does sometimes
act as consultants to the contractors who do prepare them.
Owing to the very rural nature of Albany County (as well as
most of Wyoming and the Rocky Mountains) the level of
accuracy of these maps is designated as “A” which implies the
very lowest level of accuracy

So, just what is a 100 year flood?
 A one-hundred-year flood is calculated to be the level of







flood water expected to be equaled or exceeded only once
every 100 years on average.
The 100-year flood is more accurately referred to as the 1%
annual exceedance probability flood since it is a flood that
has a 1% chance of being equaled or exceeded in any single
year.
With every new year there is essentially another new 1%
annual exceedance possibility
These are what are usually referred to as river floods
I experienced three 100 year floods on the east coast and I
am not 300 years old (I admit that I may look that age).

Some common sense determinations
about watersheds and floodplains
 The steeper the surface that water falls on, the faster

the water will run off – steepness counts
 The larger the surface that water falls on, the more

water that will be collected and, hence, run off –
watershed size counts.

 The denser the surface that water falls on (compare a

slab of concrete vs. a sponge) the more water that will
run off – ground surface counts.

 The less common the storm, the more likely that it will

be more severe (compare a 10 year storm with a 100
year storm) – big storms count more than little
storms.

Don’t panic, folks; the following is not
ROCKET SCIENCE!!!

The next eight slides will show a little algebra but please
bear with me and it will quickly go away. You don’t have
to memorize any of this stuff

How runoff is calculated
A very simplified equation often used by hydraulics
engineers for calculating runoff from very small watersheds is
known as the “rational formula”:

Q=C x\ x A
Where:
Q is the runoff – cubic feet/second
C is the “runoff” coefficient” – dimensionless
\ is the average rainfall intensity – inches/hour
A is the area that the rain falls on in acres
To repeat, this is a very simplified equation often used by Engineers in
the sizing of storm sewers and such. The equations used to determine
large watersheds are far more complicated

When dealing with flood calculations, engineers will ascribe
values of “runoff coefficient” depending on the surface
characteristic of various parts of the watershed
 The runoff coefficient varies from zero to one.

Q=C x\ x A


 Impervious surface C = 1.0 (All of the water runs off and contributes to






a flood)
Very bushy flat surface C = 0.2 (Most of the water is absorbed into the
ground like a sponge)
Forest growth C = 0.4 (A little more than 50% of the
rainfall is absorbed into the ground)
There are runoff coefficients appropriate for all types of surfaces such as roofs,
streets, farm yards, lakes, sidewalks, lawns, etc.
The experienced analyst will determine what value to ascribe to the area
dependent on it’s surface characteristic – he gets it from a reference book.
A wrong assumption here could lead to a significant error in the evaluation of
the flood plain

A typical hydraulics reference book will contain many
different coefficients for different types of terrain,
steepness and for different storm periods
Q=C x\ x A

Note:
“C” is dependent on
Return period
Type of surface
Steepness of slope

Rainfall intensity (I ) is determined from data
made available from the U.S. weather service
Q=C x\ x A




 

Determine the runoff by evaluating small watersheds of
uniform characteristic and measured areas
Q=C x\ x

A


Once I have calculated Q (previously) then I can
go on to determine what the flood configuration
might look like

This trough represents a stream flowing an amount of water (Q)
downward from left to right as caused by the slope of the
streambed (S) and is governed by the amount of trash in the
stream (n for roughness) as well as the size of the stream (area A
and radius R) Keep Q, S, n, A & R in mind as we go to the next
equation.

Once the amount of runoff is calculated (from Q = C x\ x A)
the extent of flooding (the flood plain) is determined. This is
the Manning equation:
Q = 1.486

x

A

x

(R.667)

x

(S.5/n)

where Q = discharge in cubic feet/second
A = cross section of flow channel (ft2) and the flood plain
R = hydraulic radius (ft)
S = slope of stream (ft/ft)
n = manning (roughness) coefficient

This equation might be spooky enough to be rocket science!!!!
Actually, the Manning equation is used in many fields including aerospace. It helped to
define the backblast pads for the Saturn 5 rockets but all you really need to take away
from this is the fact that “A” and “R” are inter-related and can define the shape of the
stream channel and, with a little bit of work, the Base Flood Elevation (BFE)

The Base Flood Elevation (BFE) is the expected level of the
water during the crest of the flood also called flood stage

Q = 1.486 x A x (R.667) x (S.5/n)
 While the equation may look formidable, it simply describes some fairly





mundane quantities
Q is the flow off the watershed which we calculated before using the
“rational method”
S is the downhill slope of the stream which will determine how fast the
water flows
n is the measure of roughness of the channel which will tend to slow or
speed up the flow of the flood water
Area and hydraulic radius are determined from the equation

If you know the amount of flow (Q), the slope of the stream (S)
and the roughness of the stream (n - boulders, fallen trees, etc)
you can figure out how far the stream will spread laterally at any
particular point
Q = 1.486 x A x (R.667) x (S.5/n)

Note in this example that one bank is higher than the other so that the flooding
will probably extend to the right side of the sketch

The previous slides depict simplified calculations
The calculation procedures
used by FEMA are much
more complicated and add
considerably to the accuracy
of the projections:
 Special runoff models
 Soil and surface curve types
 Hydrograph procedures
 Antecedent moisture conditions
 ETC., ETC.

It gets a lot more complicated when the watersheds are bigger,
connected together and with many different stream characteristics
.

Flood calculations for significant watersheds are usually done on large
mainframe computers with many small interconnected watershed elements and
much more sophisticated computing characteristics.
 In this example a mountain side on

the left of the analysis consists of
many small elements due to the
variation/steepness in the landscape
 At the base of the mountain a
relatively level area is depicted by
larger elements
 The stream flowing through the
middle is the ultimate destination for
the runoff and the more level terrain
causes a spreading out of the flood
plain
 All of the colored areas define the
flood plain

Consider a typical stream as shown; this
could possibly be the Little Laramie River
A topographical survey of the property
might produce a cross sectional
characteristic such as what is depicted
below.

This same pleasant stream might look
like this following a severe rainfall!!
The narrow streambed and the steep
embankments cause the stream to greatly
increase in its elevation, resulting in severe
(and dangerous) flooding as shown below.
Note that the floodway is considerably
wider than the normal stream bed. This is
the flood plain.

Some principal definitions
regarding flood plains

Enough of the complicated equations
This is what a FIRM looks like

FIRM = Flood Insurance Rate Map

Please excuse the sloppy desk

This is a portion of the FIRM for the area
around Centennial and the Libby Creak

Shown here is a replica of part of the FIRM for the North Fork
Subdivision outside of Centennial: the green line is WY 130. The
red lines are the three roads in the subdivision (North Fork, East
North Fork and Cutacross Roads). The heavily shaded areas are
the floodplain associated with the North Fork Brook

As you can see, a large part of the North Fork subdivision is
depicted on just one small quadrangle (and no lot lines are shown)

With only this amount of information, it is difficult to
determine if a given property is within the flood plain

Albany County has a GIS system that provides
more substantial information about property
size, location, boundaries, etc.
GIS stands for:

Geographic
Information
System

Here is a GIS map of the Centennial area

Each one of those little yellow dots is a house!!
This particular map shows just a little too much
information. But we can blow it up for clarity.

County GIS map depicting flood plains in the neighborhood of
North Fork, East North Fork and Cut-across Roads. We’ve blown
it up and removed unnecessary data

County GIS map depicting property boundaries
in the neighborhood of North Fork, East North
Fork and Cut-across Roads

General Procedures for determining
whether a property is in a flood plain
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Locate the appropriate FIRM from our office records (there are
many pages). Use the most current edition.
Find the general location of the property on the FIRM
If there is no indication of a flood plain on or near your
property on the FIRM you probably don’t have to go any
further. Remember that there are no lot lines on this FIRM.
If the FIRM indicates that you may have a flood plain on or
near your property, you then would consult the GIS maps
The GIS maps give a general overlay of the flood plain with the
property line locations but due to minor inaccuracies
associated with transcribing lot lines, a surveyor may be
needed if the floodplain is complicated.

Assuming that your property (or part of it) is on a Flood plain, and
you are contemplating building or already have a home there ,
your banker will probably want such information as to your base
flood elevation (BFE) and your proposed first living floor elevation

Note that the BFE is the “flood elevation for existing conditions”

The federal regulation requires that the flood elevation after
encroachment cannot surcharge more than one foot

Additionally, the first floor of living space must be at least two feet above the
final flood encroachment (Albany County Code Requirement)

Here are a few definitions
 FIRM Flood Insurance Rate Map is the reference map showing all flood
regions in the county. It comes in many large pages.
 BFE (Base Flood Elevation)stands for the current maximum elevation of the
100 year flood on the property in question. “Base” comes from the fact that the
elevation is basic as of the date of preparation and before any changes to the
landscape may have occurred
 MSL (Mean Sea Level (the Atlantic ocean in our case which is around 7000 –
12000 feet below us, here in Albany County)
 Bench mark (BM) is a mark on a permanent object indicating elevation and
serving as a reference in topographic surveys

A local benchmark could be just a nail in a tree but usually is referenced to
mean sea level by transferring from a USGS marker nearby and shown above

As an example, let us consider an actual property on the
North Fork Brook

Note that there is a structure already on the property (183) and the property
owner accepts the FIRM as reasonably accurate. Further, the owner wishes to
obtain flood insurance or is instructed to do so by his bank.
Flood insurance regulations will ask for the base flood elevation (BFE) as well
as the elevation of the first floor of the structure all with reference to mean sea
level (MSL)
In this case, the closest bench mark to the property is 3000 feet away

As the first order of work, the bench mark (BM) elevation must
be transferred to the site. This can be very time consuming.

The new bench mark (BM) on the site may be a nail in a tree with the
appropriate value of elevation above sea level (MSL) attached to it

The location of the base flood is scaled off of the
FIRM and the elevation is measured from the
bench marks

The elevation certificate is usually prepared
by the surveyor who did the work

Keep in mind the following
The previous three slides apply largely to existing
conditions and a situation where the owner agrees
with the FIRM (or, at least, does not want to fight the
findings)
In the event that the flood plain shown on the FIRM is
not consistent with what the owners think is the case,
they can dispute the findings in the FIRM
Remember that the FIRM depicts conditions as a result
of a 1% flood. That is a very severe flood condition and
is possibly unlikely to have occurred in the lifetime of
most folks in this audience

Some things that can make a FIRM inaccurate
Q=C x\ x A

Q = 1.486 x A x (R.667) x (S.5/n)

 Virtually all of the topographical elevations are determined from

aerial photography. Generally speaking, the aerial photographs
can determine elevation differences of about two feet. Often
that is not sufficiently accurate to establish the true limits of the
flood.
 The “roughness” of the stream can back water onto the property
but roughness might be an assumed value when working with
flood calculations. It depends on how much local investigation
takes place.
 In areas with heavy overgrowth of evergreen trees the accuracy of
an aerial survey is not good enough to even generate a
topographical map.
 The slope of the stream in a local area may not be what the aerial
dimensions indicate (again because of the accuracy of aerial
measurements).

Remember those nasty equations from a while back?
Q=C x\ x A
Where:
Q is the runoff – cubic feet/second
C is the “runoff” coefficient” – dimensionless
\ is the average rainfall intensity – inches/hour
A is the area that the rain falls on in acres
and
Q = 1.486 x A x (R.667) x (S.5/n)
Where:
Q = discharge in cubic feet/second
A = cross section of flow channel (ft2) and the flood plain
R = hydraulic radius (ft)
S = slope of stream (ft/ft)
n = manning (roughness) coefficient

Do you really think an analyst is going to go out in the field and check the pitch of
the stream along with the roughness and runoff characteristic for every few
hundred feet? No! He is going to use estimates based on well-founded
experience. But these estimates can be and are sometimes wrong (at least to some
degree) especially in a type “A” area.

Some important things to know
about flood insurance
 Flood insurance is available everywhere but in the limits of the





town of Rock River (Rock River does not participate in the flood
insurance program)
You can get flood insurance even if your property is not shown to
be in a flood plain (and the rates are quite reasonable).
There is a 30 day waiting period for flood insurance. Don’t buy it
if you are already under water and expect to be able to place a
claim.
Flood insurance is not earthquake insurance. If your house is on
a fault and the land moves under you, flood insurance will not
help pay for the damage.
The federal government has had to pay out a lot of money in
recent years. They will look over your application with
considerable discernment.

Don’t blame the Banker the
Insurance agent or the realtors!
 Federal regulations require that one obtain flood insurance if one is to






buy/own property in a flood plain. Big brother is taking care of you!
This applies if you are going to borrow money to buy the property. You
do not have to buy flood insurance if you own the property outright (no
mortgage) but you place yourself at risk under such a situation.
The bank will certainly want to be sure that the property is well
protected for various issues including flood, fire, etc.
The bank will, prior to giving you a loan, check your ability to pay, etc.
and will then check their Flood Data Services organization to assure
that the property is/is not in a flood plain.
The insurance agencies have access to flood plain maps as well as many
of the realtors.
Make sure that whoever looks at the FIRM is up to date regarding the
most recent maps

Some people might want to get out of
the flood plain
 If your property is in the flood plain but “dry as a bone”,

you’ve lived there for many, many years and have never
seen a drop of water anywhere near your home, yet your
banker is insisting that you get flood insurance ($$$$$) you
may want to pursue getting out of the flood plain (getting
out is not a sure thing).
 If you recently built in a spot that is shown on the FIRM to
be out of the flood plain and yet, every time it rains that
nearby creek gets uncomfortably close to the house, you
might want to pursue getting flood insurance, especially
since it is quite inexpensive if you are indicated to be out of
the flood plain.

Procedure for “correcting” the FIRM
 You can ask for a Letter Of Map Amendment (LOMA)

or a Letter of Map Revision (LOMR) through FEMA.
Small properties (like one lot) would usually apply for
a LOMA. Larger developments like a subdivision, a
factory or a shopping mall would likely require a
LOMR.
 This procedure will take you out of the flood plain (or
put you in) if it can be shown that the FIRM is not
accurate on your property

Procedure for “correcting” the Firm – Part 2
 In the case of a LOMA you may have to supply a

limited amount of evidential information. The cost
associated with this usually is in the hundreds of
dollars.
 With a LOMR the onus is on you to supply more
information that reinforces your argument that you
are/are not in the flood plain. The cost associated
with this could be in the order of many thousands of
dollars or more.

What expertise is needed to aid in your
argument regarding the FIRM’s accuracy?
 Photographs of the site are always helpful
 You may need the assistance of a land surveyor (LS) who

can make a cross sectional topographic map of the property
and thereby show that the existing contours on the ground
don’t agree with the mapping assumptions made by
FEMA’s contractors
 You may need the assistance of a professional engineer
(PE) who can make the necessary hydraulic calculations
and thereby show that the flood levels don’t agree with the
mapping assumptions made by FEMA’s contractors (this is
when appeals get expensive).

The process of getting in (or out) of the
flood plain can be costly
 Photographs by themselves might be sufficiently

convincing to get a LOMA
 A simple cross section of the region may be sufficient and
might not be terribly costly
Example:

Here we have a property with a stream running through it
with a home immediately adjacent to it. The house
appears to be just into the flood plain.

A cross section of the land in the region of
the house may be very enlightening
Both houses dug into the
ground the same amount

This house is dry

Flood level identical, both sites

This house is flooded
Contours are mirror image

Two Possibilities shown
In this sketch, the house is in the same place on the land and the base
flood elevation is the same. However, the contours of the land which
make up the floodway are somewhat different. Hence, in the property
on the right, the house is flooded; in the property on the left, the house
is not flooded. Obviously, the property contours can make a huge
difference in the disposition of the property.

Albany county does not act on revisions to the FIRM
 As indicated earlier, we do advise the FEMA contractors who prepare the map

as to where we have seen the most development (since this is likely to be the
areas with the greatest possibility of erosion, sedimentation or other stream
modifications)
 As Water and Wastewater engineer, I can help you with technical suggestions
and possibly guide you through the FEMA maze.
 Of much greater aid would be:
Mr. Kim Johnson
Office of Homeland Security
Emergency Preparedness Specialist
5500 Bishop Boulevard
Cheyenne, WY 82009
(307) 777-4910

Albany County requires that the property owner
obtain a “Flood Plain Development Permit” if any part
of your planned activity will take place in a flood plain
 A development plan, prepared by a Professional Engineer

must be submitted.
 The engineered plan must show that the proposed “first
living floor” of the structure be at least two feet above
the BFE (base flood elevation) or higher if the area has
been modified such that the flood elevation has been
increased (no more than one foot is permitted)
 The engineered plan must depict all flood proofing
provisions necessary to prevent damage to all parts of the
property.

What did I just say?
Maybe I can make it more understandable
This is the status of the property
prior to any work being done

What parts of the house must be
two feet above the flood elevation?
 If the basement of the house is

not living space, it need not be
flood proof.
 Note that storage items and other
such facilities in this basement do
not make for living space.
 In the sketch, the first floor of this
house is living space and must be
two feet above the final flood
elevation
 Garages or tool sheds or other
accessory buildings are not living
space and do not have to be
“flood proof”

For the engineers who are going to
be involved in flood plans
FEMA has made available a CD which
contains numerous resources for flood
planning.
•Guide for Managing floodplain
development
•Floodplain management requirements
•Users guide to technical bulletins
•Openings in foundation walls
•Flood damage resistant materials
•Non-residential floodproofing
•Elevator installation
•Free of obstruction requirements
•Below-grade parking
•Wet floodproofing requirements
•Design for breakaway walls
•Corrosion protection
•Structures built on fill
•Crawlspace construction

For those engineers who are contemplating making LOMA
and LOMR applications, the “Guide for Obtaining and
Developing Base Flood Elevations “ will be of great value

Covered within the pages of the “Guide” are:
 Methods for Contour Interpolation
 Data Extrapolation
 Topography
 Hydrology
 Hydraulics
 Boundary maps
 Riverine Flooding
 Etc. etc

These concepts are outside the limits of this discussion
but the engineers will know what they mean.

 It’s now time to discuss what we expect to see in
terms of a site plan for a flood development project

Features that should be shown in the
Engineered Plan
Remember that this is a construction plan, not just a
ticket to getting a permit. You will have to build
according to the plan. The plan should include:

 A plot plan showing the location of all structures

(existing and proposed) and other construction
features on the property relative to property lines
 All metes and bounds of the property
 Drawing scale that will make the plan legible
 Location of the flood plain relative to all of the
construction features

Features that should be shown in
the Engineered Plan, Part 2
 Detailed drawings of all provisions that are to be

incorporated to protect the construction features from
flooding and flood erosion
 Detailed drawings of the wastewater provisions along
with a report of the basis for the design
 Details of driveway provisions, cross culverts, and all
other site drainage requirements.
 Sediment and erosion control provisions (where
needed) includes riprap, diversions, etc.

Features that should be shown in
the Engineered Plan, Part 3
 If the plan depends on revision of contours, both the

existing and the proposed final contours must be
shown
 At least one bench mark must be provided on site and
all key elevations must be specified relative to the
bench mark
 A set of architectural plans should be submitted with
the engineered plan.

Typical flood-proofing plan
This plan is for illustrative purposes only. Your own engineer must
prepare an appropriate plan for the conditions existing on your land

Engineering plan showing flood plain
intrusion and appropriate measures
Note the location of the house
situated on the edge of the flood
plain (shaded)
Note the cross culvert on the
driveway which would have to be
permitted by the U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers
Note that the septic field and
tank have been located out of
the flood plain
With a walk-out basement, that
feature would be considered to
be living space and would have
to be at least two feet above the
flood plain.

Specific detail to show provisions for setting house
elevations and erosion control requirements
A cofferdam would probably be needed for this installation

Wetland permits and culvert design must be approved by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers. Any disruption of steam beds is likely to
involve the disturbance of wetland soil. Be very careful on this
matter!! Uncle Sam can confiscate your land.
Refer all questions to:
Thomas B. Johnson, P.E.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
WY Regulatory Office
2232 Dell Range Blvd., Suite 210
Cheyenne, WY 82009-4942
Phone (307) 772-2300
Fax (307) 772-2920

The previous example of an engineering plan would most likely
apply to homes alongside the various rivers in Albany County

There are numerous level flood plains pastureland in the
county. This is an extreme example of a home that is up on
piers to permit flood waters to pass without endangering
the structure.

Some ways to protect a house that
is already in a flood plain – page 1
Elevate the house: this might be easier than you think
Footing set
below flood
stage

New foundation
puts first floor
above flood stage

Flood stage
Note that such floodproofing measures will probably require permits from the
county as well as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Some ways to protect a house that
is already in a flood plain – page 2
Erosion control
Modify stream bed and
remove debris; deepen
stream bed (within
limits)

Resulting lower flood stage
that puts floor level above
the flood

Existing home

Existing flood stage

Existing floor level
below flood stage
Existing stream bed

Some ways to protect a house that
is already in a flood plain – page 3
House located in
floodplain

Flood plain

House moved
sufficiently to be
well out of flood
plain

How to waterproof a basement
Joist

Plate
Slope away from house
Foundation sealer
½ inch crushed stone
4” perforated pipe
(holes down) both
sides of wall

Poured concrete foundation
Discharge
away from
house
Sump pump

Drain to sump pump

Flash floods – the most dangerous type of flood
 Flash floods usually occur rapidly and

with very little warning
 One of the distinguishing features of a
“flash flood” is that it strikes within
about six hours of a slow moving
thunderstorm leaving death and
devastation behind.
 In 2011 four people in a family were
lost owing to a flash flood that
occurred on Route 130 in Carbon
County after a vicious lightning storm.
 Shown at right is what they possibly
might have seen if it was daylight (not
the same location). Looks innocent
enough!!!

This cross section shows the mechanism by
which the tragedy probably occurred
Water overtopping road
Road base is
there to
maintain
surfaces
stability

Road surface

Water passing through soil
undermines the road
structure

Trash in
the inlet
It seems that when the
campground evacuated the
people, they sent them into
the jaws of death!!!

Soil seeping out

Pipe not flowing full

Corrugated metal pipe; cheaper than a
structural bridge but lacking capacity and
structural integrity!!

Never try to walk (or drive) across a flooded road,
especially at night; you don’t know what is underneath
the water.
While the pavement may have looked
solid, in reality it was undercut by the
erosion from the flood or possibly
many floods prior to the one in
question. When the car loaded the
“bridge”, it caved in and the river swept
the car away. The driver of the white
van made it.
After the tragic scene had been cleaned
up, this is what remained. The vehicle
possibly dropped into ten feet of flood
water. A mother and three daughters
were lost.

The mechanics of the fatal crash
Position of
the car prior
to the crash

Water running under
the pavement washes
out the built up road
base

Car slides off the
road and
overturns
Car enters
flood
waters
upside
down and
doors
cannot be
opened

Another example of a serious road failure here in Wyoming. Here, the
road caved in sufficiently to place a vehicle on a slant where the
flowing water could sweep it off the road. The guard rail may have
saved someone but the road design definitely failed.

This wash-out occurred on the Popo Agie river , not WY 130

What to take from this tragic accident
 The use of corrugated metal pipe (CMP) for road crossing

is very popular throughout the nation.
 The design of CMP culverts can be tricky. If the roadway is
substantially above the pipe as was the case in Carbon
County, water can and will back up if the pipe gets blocked
or is undersized resulting in the type of failure depicted.
 For this type of application, a bridge would have been far
more effective (but more expensive). The bridge would
open the flow passage clear almost to the surface of the
road.
 On a personal basis, driving over a flooded road is very,
very dangerous

Protection from floods
 If you are in the home planning stage, realize that building in a flood plain is not the

smartest thing you will ever do. If that is your desire, be sure you can easily leave the
flooded area to dry land. The design of your driveway could be critical. It should be above
flood plain and should be connected to land above flood plain. Cross drains may be
needed to prevent water from crossing over the driveway.
 Nearly half of all flash flood fatalities are auto related!!!
 Depending on flood velocity, one to two feet of water can carry a car away. Don’t drive

through a flash flood!!!
 If you live in a flood zone, it would be a good idea to assemble and maintain a disaster

supplies kit including first aid kit, canned food and can opener, clean potable water,
emergency cooking equipment, flashlights and battery powered emergency radio. You
might be staying home for some time.
 Reconnoiter your area. Where is the higher ground to save you from a flood? Know how

to get there especially in the dark when floods are most likely. As a last resort, can you
climb a good solid tree (that’s not intended as a joke)?
 If you are camping, do not camp near a brook. It might look idyllic but it could also be an

idyllic killer.

Thanks for coming

Please stay dry!!

